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Straight from the British National Points Series round 1 at Rheola we headed to Orange
Bikes headquarters to take a look at what they’ve been up to recently. We were lucky
enough to spy a new Orange 5 that’s coming out soon, with a tapered head tube from
1.1/8 to 1.5, and looks pretty awesome all-around. I snapped loads of pics which will be
up on Distilled as soon as Orange gives us the go-ahead to make them public. Street trials genius Danny “Megaskills” MacAskill was also there building his team issue “5” up
when we visited. On the downhill side of things they now have a 225 mk2, which Chris
Hutchens tells me he will be using towards the end of this season. They still have no release date on the 225, it’s a prototype for now and they say that they may never release
it.
We set off from the Orange factory at 10 AM on Tuesday morning and headed to pick
up Adam Price (Juice Lubes rider) from Cardiff. After picking him up mid-day we
cruised on down to Dover to get the ferry into France. We arrived earlier than anticipated at Dover, where we were scheduled to get the 1AM ferry on Wednesday morning.
We rocked up at 7pm and tried to bribe the guy with some Monster Energy to let us
on with no extra charge, but he was having none of it. The temptation of a night out in
Paris was too strong so we ponied up the 60 GBP to get the earlier ferry to get us there
in time to hit the town.
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Rider: Chris Hutchens
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After the short ferry crossing we were in the land of the frog-eating French. We set off on what was now officially
a Eurotrip. It was 10pm and the realisation set in that we had no more than 2 hours to get into the center of Paris.
We hauled ass on the wrong side of the road and one hour and 45 minutes later we were rolling past the Louvre.
I had a huge grin on my face: we were in Paris, about to have a huge night out. We found a nightclub called “The
Social Club”, parked right outside and went to get in. The bouncers would not let us in andwe stood there for ages
arguing, little did we know we were in the VIP line. As soon as we moved into the other line we were granted access…the language barrier strikes again! Inside, it was epic, the best tunes from around the globe in a dark dingy
night club, albeit with 14 Euro drinks. It turns out that it is one of Paris’ best night clubs where many of the top
DJs play sets, even Daft Punk kick it there now and again.

We left the club at 3AM with a guy called Doug who’d just ran the Paris marathon and knew absolutely nothing
at all about DH, but just wanted to come along to the race for the sake of it. The race in question was a Portuguese
national at a place called Ribiera de Pena. As we entered Ribiera it was night time, and was a lot like a scene from
Tokyo Drift coming down the mountain roads. I have seen a lot of awesome stuff in the last couple of years but
even I was amazed at the landscape. Bit of a cliché I know, but it was epic. We passed under a scaffolding bridge
with loads of Maxxis banners on it and we knew we had arrived. We parked at the bottom of the track and went to
sleep for the night.
The next morning we awoke to a big turnout of riders, about 200 or so. A big crowd was in attancance also, that’s
one thing these Europeans get right, how to attract a crowd. We were doing this trip for two reasons; the first being
the UCI points, the second was a big factor, the prize money. First place would take home 1000 Euros. What we
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weren’t banking on was how many brits would be there, around 30-40 all after the same thing
- those sacred UCI points. In the UK to get UCI points is almost impossible so every one just
blows the UK racing off and races in Europe. Combnine that with the cost: it only costs 30 Euros to do 3 days’ riding and racing in Europe whereas it costs £70 GBP in the UK to get 2 days
riding of which you’ll only do a third as many runs as you’ll get in Europe per day. Some notable UK riders making the trip here included Tom Deacon, Al Bond, Ems Davis, Scotty Mears
and some lesser known people.
When we checked out the course, it was pretty flat-out with huge step-downs and unfortunately
a lot of pedalling thrown in in certain sections, as well as some hucks to flat which was very surprising on a race course. Despite these flaws it was still an awesome track, with plenty of good
turns to keep it interesting and to balance out the long straights. The weather was sunny on
the Friday when we walked the track but there was no riding until Saturday, at which point it
decided to piss down. Sunday saw the track dry up for the morning and all was sunny and clear
until the middle of the race runs, when it became like a mini Champery moment. The early riders down had dry conditions but the rest of the pack were caught in a downpour, which made
the difference between finishing in the 2:20’s as opposed to the 2:10’s. That was until the last
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man, Emaunel Pombo of Liberty Specialized came down and put together a 2:13 which put him in 4th out of
everyone despite racing in the wet. He had already won with a 2:08 which he got in his first race run in the
dry, but he obviously didn’t hold back in the wet. Al Bond was the highest-placed birt, he got lucky as he did
his run just as the rain started. Everyone else was racing in mud on High Rollers and with no tear-offs.
On the Monday after the race we went to Lousa for a couple of days, the place where the Syndicate were
recently testing. The locals were doing uplifts for 2 Euros per person for the day. We went and got some shots
on the 2-3 min tracks and at the end of the day I actually got some riding in. We did a monster descent, setting
off at 7pm at night. The sun was going down and we started our 45 min descent which was full on downhill
all the way. It was epic, so good I would be willing to sell all my things just to have the same feeling again.

Rider: Lee Huskinson

It started out flat-out for about 5 minutes down some mega rocky fire-roads, then into forests and some pretty
technical sections, then all of a sudden you would pick up a fair bit of speed and hit a random road gap. We
were hitting the gaps blind, following the locals.. I would recommend Lousa to everyone, it’s amazing. There
are about 50 trails, all 2-3 mins long two or three 45+ minute long trails. It’s perfect for a riding resort in my
opinion.
The Portuguese theme continues next time in Distilled Digital when we go to check out the Lisbon Downtown. Stay tuned.
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